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Bloom: The Luminous Gardens of Frederico Azevedo presents the accomplished work of Frederico Azevedo - the award-winning
Brazilian landscape designer who has established himself as the leading designer of the Hamptons. With stunning projects,
Azevedo's work carries an emphasis on flowers which he uses to 'lure the eye through the flow of the design'. His signature curving,
floral borders are the hallmark of an Azevedo garden. He also often creates multi-dimensional vistas using layers of flowers, trees,
grasses, shrubs, and hedges for a dramatic effect. The results of his impeccable designs are soft and romantic, but always
sophisticated, well executed, and most importantly, adaptable to whatever its environment may bring. Discover the luminous world
of Frederico Azevedo and his dazzling gardens.
A list of U.S. importers and the products they import. The main company listing is geographic by state while products are listed by
Harmonized Commodity Codes. There are also alphabetical company and product indexes.
The Vale of Cashmere is an anonymous, secret meeting ground where scores of men, mostly of African American descent, find one
another for sex, where such encounters occur between men of all walks of life. Originally conceived solely as a portrait project in
Brooklyn's underworld, the more time photographer Roma spent in the Vale of Cashmere, the more the physical beauty of the Vale
became inseparable from the portraits. A haunting tribute, uncovering a much more human and sensitive side to this area.
A History of Two Neighborhoods
Brooklyn City Directory (1857).
Race and Social Power in Brooklyn 1636-1990
The Black Churches of Brooklyn
Railways in the Landscape
Fiction of the Fifties
African American schools in the segregated South faced enormous obstacles in educating their students. But some of these schools
succeeded in providing nurturing educational environments in spite of the injustices of segregation. Vanessa Siddle Walker tells the
story of one such school in rural North Carolina, the Caswell County Training School, which operated from 1934 to 1969. She focuses
especially on the importance of dedicated teachers and the principal, who believed their jobs extended well beyond the classroom,
and on the community's parents, who worked hard to support the school. According to Walker, the relationship between school and
community was mutually dependent. Parents sacrificed financially to meet the school's needs, and teachers and administrators put in
extra time for professional development, specialized student assistance, and home visits. The result was a school that placed the
needs of African American students at the center of its mission, which was in turn shared by the community. Walker concludes that the
experience of CCTS captures a segment of the history of African Americans in segregated schools that has been overlooked and that
provides important context for the ongoing debate about how best to educate African American children. African American
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History/Education/North Carolina
In addition, they endorsed the education of the clergy, thereby demonstrating to American society at large that African Americans
possessed the sophistication and the means to pursue and to promote culture.
Examines the history, culture, and changing fortunes of the Lenape (also known as Delaware) Indians.
Drawing Home
Out East
Essential Modern World History
The Brooklyn City Directory..
A Decade of American Writing; Stories
Brooklyn!

Under the teeming metropolis that is present-day New York City lie the buried remains of long-lost worlds. The remnants of
nineteenth-century New York reveal much about its inhabitants and neighborhoods, from fashionable Washington Square to the
notorious Five Points. Underneath there are traces of the Dutch and English colonists who arrived in the area in the seventeenth
century, as well as of the Africans they enslaved. And beneath all these layers is the land that Native Americans occupied for
hundreds of generations from their first arrival eleven thousand years ago. Now two distinguished archaeologists draw on the results
of more than a century of excavations to relate the interconnected stories of these different peoples who shared and shaped the land
that makes up the modern city. In treating New York's five boroughs as one enormous archaeological site, Anne-Marie Cantwell and
Diana diZerega Wall weave Native American, colonial, and post-colonial history into an absorbing, panoramic narrative. They also
describe the work of the archaeologists who uncovered this evidence--nineteenth-century pioneers, concerned citizens, and today's
professionals. In the process, Cantwell and Wall raise provocative questions about the nature of cities, urbanization, the colonial
experience, Indian life, the family, and the use of space. Engagingly written and abundantly illustrated, Unearthing Gotham offers a
fresh perspective on the richness of the American legacy.
Slot Car Racing in the Digital Age
No one today thinks of Brooklyn, New York, as an agricultural center. Yet Kings County enjoyed over two centuries of farming
prosperity. Even as late as 1880 it was one of the nation's leading vegetable producers, second only to neighboring Queens County. In
Of Cabbages and Kings County, Marc Linder and Lawrence Zacharias reconstruct the history of a lost agricultural community. Their
study focuses on rural Kings County, the site of Brooklyn's tremendous expansion during the latter part of the nineteenth century. In
particular, they question whether sprawl was a necessary condition of American industrialization: could the agricultural base that
preceded and surrounded the city have survived the onrush of residential real estate speculation with a bit of foresight and public
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policies that the politically outnumbered farmers could not have secured on their own? The first part of the book reviews the county's
Dutch American agricultural tradition, in particular its conversion after 1850 from extensive farming (e.g., wheat, corn) to intensive
farming of market garden crops. The authors examine the growing competition between local farmers and their southern counterparts
for a share of the huge New York City market, comparing farming conditions and factors such as labor and transportation. In the
second part of the book, the authors turn their attention to the forces that eventually destroyed Kings County's farming--ranging from
the political and ideological pressures to modernize the city's rural surroundings to unplanned, market-driven attempts to facilitate
transportation for more affluent city dwellers to recreational outlets on Coney Island and, once transportation was at hand, to replace
farms with residential housing for the city's congested population. Drawing on a vast range of archival sources, the authors refocus
the history of Brooklyn to uncover what was lost with the expansion of the city. For today, as urban planners, ecologists, and
agricultural developers reevaluate urban sprawl and the need for greenbelts or agricultural-urban balance, the lost opportunities of the
past loom larger.
The Archaeology of New York City
Brooklyn Village, 1816-1834
Through Foreign Immigration and the Present State of the Naturalization Laws
DCC Projects & Applications
Brooklyn USA
Lavishly illustrated with prints, paintings, memorabilia, and objects from The Brooklyn Historical
Society's unparalleled collection, Brooklyn! will bring every reader closer to the Brooklyn of legend
and fact.
Learn the basic skills needed to build detailed, realistic models! Step-by-step photos and instructions
from Model Railroader magazine describe what tools and glues to use, show how to build wood and plastic
kits, explain kitbashing, and detail with paint and decals.
"Digital command control for your model railroad"--Cover.
Imminent Dangers to the Free Institutions of the United States
Their Highest Potential
Memoir of a Montauk Summer
Vol. I
The Irish in America
The Shaping of a City

Originally presented as the author's thesis, Columbia University, 1938. Bibliography: p.
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[333]-346.
The renowned HO scale Allegheny Midland layout is analyzed in detail in this fascinating book by
Tony Koester. Built by Tony, over the course of 25 years, the legendary layout has provided many
lessons about what worked and what didn't work. You'll be sure to enjoy Tony's unique insight
and perspective.
The growth of railways was a major influence in transforming Britain's landscape. This book
examines how they brought about physical changes to towns, the country and coast, and had a
profound affect that is still visible today, especially on the shape and size of our towns and
cities.In his book, Gordon Biddle begins by examining how railway routes transformed the rural
scene and there effect on the economy, followed by an appraisal of there accompanying buildings
such as stations, houses, signal boxes and yards following the changes in nineteenth-century
architectural taste. He goes on to look at the impact of railways build along or near the coast,
and their strong influence on the growth of seaside resorts and ports. He then turns to
townscape, describing in turn the physical effect on London, other large cities, smaller towns
and suburban growth.Also included are chapters on places the railways themselves created, from
new towns to villages around a station or junction; the still-visible remains of abandoned
railway, not only those that followed mass closures of the 1960s, but many long-standing that
date back to the nineteenth century; twentieth- and twenty-first century developments that have
continued to impact on the rural and urban scene; and a comparison of contemporary illustrations
of an early main line in 1838 with its appearance today.
Bird on a Blade
In the Vale of Cashmere
Bergen County Panorama
The Luminous Gardens of Frederico Azevedo
An Illustrated History
Christmas and Electric Trains
Spanning three centuries of Brooklyn history from the colonial period to the present, A Covenant with Color exposes the
intricate relations of dominance and subordination that have long characterized the relative social positions of white and
black Brooklynites. Craig Steven Wilder -- examining both quantitative and qualitative evidence and utilizing cutting-edge
literature on race theory -- demonstrates how ideas of race were born, how they evolved, and how they were carried forth
into contemporary society. In charting the social history of one of the nation's oldest urban locales, Wilder contends that
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power relations -- in all their complexity -- are the starting point for understanding Brooklyn's turbulent racial dynamics. He
spells out the workings of power -- its manipulation of resources, whether in the form of unfree labor, privileges of
citizenship, better jobs, housing, government aid, or access to skilled trades. Wilder deploys an extraordinary spectrum of
evidence to illustrate the mechanics of power that have kept African American Brooklynites in subordinate positions: from
letters and diaries to family papers of Kings County's slaveholders, from tax records to the public archives of the Home
Owners Loan Corporation. Wilder illustrates his points through a variety of cases, including banking interests, the rise of
Kings County's colonial elite, industrialization and slavery, race-based distribution of federal money in jobs, and mortgage
loans during and after the Depression. He delves into the evolution of the Brooklyn ghetto, tracing how housing segregation
corralled African Americans in Bedford-Stuyvesant. The book explores colonial enslavement, the rise of Jim Crow, labor
discrimination and union exclusion, and educational inequality. Throughout, Wilder uses Brooklyn as a lens through which to
view larger issues of race and power on a national level. One of the few recent attempts to provide a comprehensive history
of race relations in an American city, A Covenant with Color is a major contribution to urban history and the history of race
and class in America.
Presents complete coverage of all phases of plant propogation, by seeds, cuttings, grafting, budding, layering, division, and
tissue culture propogation.
In this compelling book, the authors put a human face on desegregation practices in the South. Focusing on an African
American community in Alabama, they document not only the gains but also the significant losses experienced by students
when their community school was closed and they were forced to attend a White desegregated school across town. This indepth volume includes: A letter by Dr. William Hooper Councill and speeches by George Washington Trenholm—two African
American leaders who worked with communities to provide quality schooling for African American children during
segregation.An insider’s view of what life was like inside a segregated African American school—including interviews with
graduates who discuss how it felt to be in a caring and nurturing school that provided an atmosphere much like that of a
family.Actual events that demonstrate the profound negative impact of using skin color and race as a basis for preferential
treatment—including testimonials from parents and students who experienced racial discrimination in their new school. A
valuable look at the unmet promises of school desegregation that can help us provide a quality education for all children in
the 21st century. “Morris and Morris through their careful research have painted a picture of reality, the type of picture that
educators, community leaders, and policymakers must see in order to give a proper assessment of what is going on and
what should be done. This clear, straightforward presentation is as necessary as it is powerful.” —From the Foreword by Asa
G. Hilliard, III “I found it difficult to put this book down. The Price They Paid is one of the few books that looks at changes in
the desegregation of education from the point of view of those living the changes.” —Lucindia H. Chance, Dean, College Of
Education, Georgia Southern University
Agriculture and the Formation of Modern Brooklyn
The Optimist
Basic Buildings
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Unearthing Gotham
Bloom
The Allegheny Midland

In his first book of non-fiction, originally published in 1962, Herbert Gold explores some not-so-happy
problems confronting people in an age of "mass destruction, mass inertia, mass everything." While
acknowledging that we live in a time of utmost global significance-war on an enormous scale was a reality of
the twentieth century and continues to threaten, unadulterated evil has exhibited itself in grandiose
proportions-Gold tackles issues and problems which are very much of significance to the individual: teaching,
writing, love, marriage, divorce, and death. In The Age of Happy Problems, Gold takes the reader through a
journey of eclectic characters, situations, and locales. Part I is a selection of essays entitled "American
Events." In "The Age of Happy Problems" we are presented with an analysis of the problems facing people in
the middle of their lives and careers. "How to Be an Artist's Wife" explores the prospect of being married,
and remaining married, to a temperamental and egotistical artist. "Divorce as a Moral Act" describes the
termination of marriage as a means for renewal and the chance to start over again the search for love. "The
Bachelor's Dilemma" evokes the decisions confronting the male of the "big city." And "A Dog in Brooklyn, A
Girl in Detroit: A L"ife Among the Humanities" is a memoir on the paradoxes of teaching in a university. Part
II is entitled "American Places." The author examines in this section various American lifestyles. In "Paris:
Notes from La Vie de Boheme," Gold describes Americans abroad, why they decide to become expatriates,
and how they adapt to their new surroundings. In "Greenwich Village: The Changing Village" he writes about
the importance of New York City's symbol of change, experiment and nonconformity. Finally, the author
meditates on "Death in Miami Beach," offering a moving account of the relationship between death and the
popular Florida city. Gold writes: "How can I total it up? What is the map of the map? Well, to begin with,
Plato was wrong. The life of contemplation is not sufficient...and for another thing, Plato was right. He knew
that men must learn to come together in the practice of intelligence and moral privilege." Gold's essays,
stemming from the author's own humanity, are just as poignant and relevant today as they were when they
were first published. The Age of Happy Problems is sure to captivate, but perhaps most of all, make the
reader contemplate the importance of these issues for his or her own life.
"Eases quietly into a ferociously angry subject... Diane Ravitch affirms her faith in the American dream
despite a detailed narrative which suggests, if anything, that education in New York has fairly consistently
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failed those who needed it most... Meticulously detailed and strains for fairness and impartiality." -- New
York Times
An unexpected inheritance, a promise broken, and four lives changed forever: discover "the gold standard of
summertime escapism" from USA Today bestselling author Jamie Brenner (Elin Hilderbrand). Summer has
started in idyllic Sag Harbor, and for Emma Mapson that means greeting guests at the front desk of The
American Hotel. But when one of the town's most famous residents, artist Henry Wyatt, dies suddenly,
Emma learns he has mysteriously left his waterfront home -- a self-designed masterpiece filled with his
work -- to her teenage daughter, Penny. Back in Manhattan, legendary art patron Bea Winstead's grief at her
lifelong friend and former business partner Henry's passing turns to outrage at the news of his shocking
bequest. How did these unknown locals get their hands on the estate? Bea, with her devoted assistant Kyle in
tow, descends on Sag Harbor determined to reclaim the house and preserve Henry's legacy. While Emma
fights to defend her daughter's inheritance, Bea discovers that Henry left a treasure trove of sketches
scattered around town. With Penny's reluctant help, Bea pieces them together to find a story hidden in plain
sight: an illustration of their shared history with an unexpected twist that will change all of their lives. Drawn
together in their battle for the house, Emma and Bea are forced to confront the past while facing a future that
challenges everything they believe about love, fate, and family.
A Brief History of Brooklyn
Native American Place Names in New York City
The People of Brooklyn
Directory of United States Importers
A Covenant with Color
The Official Railway Equipment Register
An "extraordinary" debut memoir of first love, identity, and self-discovery among a group of friends who
became family in a Montauk summer house (Andrew Solomon, National Book Award winner). They call
Montauk the end of the world, a spit of land jutting into the Atlantic. The house was a ramshackle splitlevel set on a hill, and each summer thirty-one people would sleep between its thin walls and shag
carpets. Against the moonlight the house's octagonal roof resembled a bee's nest. It was dubbed The
Hive. In 2013, John Glynn joined the share house. Packing his duffel for that first Memorial Day
Weekend, he prayed for clarity. At twenty-seven, he was crippled by an all-encompassing loneliness, a
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feeling he had carried in his heart for as long as he could remember. John didn't understand the
loneliness. He just knew it was there. Like the moon gone dark. Out East is the portrait of a summer, of
The Hive and the people who lived in it, and John's own reckoning with a half-formed sense of self. From
Memorial Day to Labor Day, The Hive was a center of gravity, a port of call, a home. Friendships,
conflicts, secrets and epiphanies blossomed within this tightly woven friend group and came to define
how they would live out the rest of their twenties and beyond. Blending the sand-strewn milieu of George
Howe Colt's The Big House with the radiant aching of Olivia Liang's The Lonely City, Out East is a keenly
wrought story of love and transformation, longing and escape in our own contemporary moment. "An
unforgettable story told with feeling and humor and above all with the razor-sharp skill of a delicate and
highly gifted writer." -- André Aciman, New York Times bestselling author of Call Me by Your Name "Out
East is full of intimacy and hope and frustration and joy, an extraordinary tale of emotional awakening
and lacerating ambivalence, a confession of self-doubt that becomes self-knowledge." -- Andrew Solomon,
National Book Award winner An Entertainment Weekly Best Book of May 2019A Time magazine Best
Book of May 2019Cosmopolitan Best Book of May 2019An O, the Oprah Magazine Best LGBTQ Book of
2019
With an iconic sound that transcends country, pop, rock, and blues, Rosanne Cash’s voice and vision have
captured American life for generations of fans. Over the same time span, internationally acclaimed artist
Dan Rizzie has wowed collectors with his evocative paintings, prints, and collages. Now, in a book that is
as unique as their artistry, Cash and her longtime friend Rizzie have teamed up to create an
extraordinary hybrid. Blending images created by Rizzie with strands of lyrics from a variety of Cash’s
songs (including new material from her latest album, She Remembers Everything, as well as her beloved
classics), Bird on a Blade is a mosaic designed to inspire the imagination and soothe the heart.
Oscillating between periods of growth and times of darkness, Bird on a Blade reflects on life’s mysteries.
Powerful lines from songs such as “God Is in the Roses” from the 2006 album Black Cadillac evoke
themes of mourning, with meditations on solitude. By turns, a verse of “Fire of the Newly Alive” from the
1993 album The Wheel celebrates passion and renewal. Working together, Cash and Rizzie selected some
of his most vibrant paintings, collages, and drawings to complement the words, using geometric patterns,
ornaments, and lush glimpses of nature, including Rizzie’s signature bird imagery. The work of a
harmonious duet, the fifty pairings in Cash and Rizzie’s Bird on a Blade exude inspiration from cover to
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cover.
Robert Schleicher wrote the book on slot car racing—literally. In the three short years since Schleicher’s
Slot Car Racing: Tips, Tricks & Track Plans was published, the hobby has been virtually transformed by
new products and technologies. This new volume, a perfect complement to its predecessor, brings
readers and racers up to date, offering a concise, comprehensive overview of slot car racing’s
developments, along with expert, practical guidance for putting this information to good use. A primer on
the latest digital and analog developments for both 1/32 and HO scales, Schleicher’s book delivers the
lowdown on building cars from individual components on ready-to-race chassis, as well as popular tuneup tips to get even more speed and better handling out of today’s cars. Schleicher also provides track
tests of 70 cars and a slot-car shootout featuring 23 more vehicles. Finally, Schleicher includes nearly 50
track plans: 14 tabletop-size plans for Scalextric, Classic, Carrera, Sport, SCX, and Ninco brand track; 14
plans modeled on real circuits like Watkins Glen, Monaco, Spa-Francorchamps, Sears Point, and the
Bahrain and Shanghai F1 courses; and 17 4x8-foot HO scale plans. Illustrated throughout with color
photography and track plan line art, this is the book that no serious slot car racer can afford to be
without.
THE MAN WHO WAS NOT WITH IT
An African American School Community in the Segregated South
Of Cabbages and Kings County
The Fourth Largest City in America
The Citizen Guide to Brooklyn and Long Island
Desegregation in an African American Community
This product represents a complete resource package for the new GSCE specifications. Accompanying the
student book, this resource pack has been specifically developed to match the AQA Modern World GCSE
specification. The pack features practical advice and ready-to-use copymasters that aim to provide detailed
assessment guidance; differentiated support for all ability levels; a breakdown of different types of questions in
the written examination papers at two levels; and coverage of content options within each question type.
The Lenapes
Slot Car Racing in the Digital Age
Lessons Learned
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Plant Propagation
The Age of Happy Problems
A Novel
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